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Objective: To show how you can improve CNC machine tool utilization

through the use of parametric programming.
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Introduction to parametric programming (FANUC Custom Macro)

Five application categories

Computer- and CNC-related features

Part Family and user created canned cycles examples

Suggestions to improve productivity

o Program verification and optimizing

o Sizing in the first workpiece on Swiss (sliding headstock) lathe

o Use an edge finder like a spindle probe

o Streamline tool length measurement on a machining center

o Take calculations out of sizing adjustments

o Eliminate program zero assignment

o Centering the Y axis on live-tooling lathes

o Use a universal program for jaw boring

o Facilitate calculations for needed values
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Introduction to parametric programming



Parametric programming goes by many names. FANUC (or any control manufacturer that claims

to be FANUC-compatible) calls it Custom Macro. Fadal calls it Macro. Okuma calls it User Task.

Sodick calls it Q Routine. Some control manufacturers have parametric programming capabilities

but have not named it with any special name. The focus in this text will be on FANUC's version,

called Custom Macro.

While the variations from one version of parametric programming to another lead to differences in

specific usage techniques, the broader applications-for and usage-of parametric programming

remain remarkably similar. This is evidenced by the fact that the majority of applications described

in this text can be adapted to every version of parametric programming just mentioned. Just as a

given software application can be handled by a variety of computer programming languages, so can

a given CNC application be handled with different versions of parametric programming.

Comparison to sub-programming

The best way to get comfortable with any complex subject matter is to compare it to simpler topics

with which you may already be familiar. Custom Macro is no exception. If, for example, you have

worked with the sub-programming functions of your control, you have scratched the surface of what

can be done with Custom Macro.

All CNC controls have sub-programming functions to allow commands within the CNC program to

be repeated. This minimizes the number of commands that must be given in the CNC program. If,

for instance, five identical pockets must be milled in workpieces during the same cutting cycle, it

would be cumbersome to program each pocket independently. Instead, you can program just one of

the pockets and place the commands in a separate (sub) program. These redundant commands can

be executed five times to machine the five pockets, eliminating many cumbersome, lengthy, and

error prone commands.

FANUC uses an M98 to call a sub-program. A P word within the M98 specifies the sub-program

number. An L word specifies the number of executions of the sub-program. Consider this

command:

N050 M98 P1000 L5



It tells the machine to execute sub-program O1000 five times. As long as program O1000 contains

the commands needed to correctly machine one of the pockets, the program’s length can be

shortened and the potential for mistakes will be reduced.

Sub-programming techniques can be very helpful. However, if anything changes about the pocked

from one pocket to the next (width, height, depth, etc.), you cannot use sub-programming

techniques. Without Custom Macro, each pocket must be programmed independently. In addition to

giving the programmer the ability to repeat redundant commands, Custom Macro allows anything to

change from one execution of the Custom Macro program to the next. In the pocket example, if any

pocket-attribute changes from one pocket to the next (width, height, depth, etc.) these variations can

be easily handled within the Custom Macro program.

In this sense, Custom Macro programming gives a programmer the ability to write a general

purpose sub-program. If you have ever found yourself wishing you had the ability to write general

purpose sub-programs, you have an application for Custom Macro.

The things that change from one pocket to the next are called arguments. Custom Macro lets you

name the arguments in a logical manner. You use a G65 command to call the Custom Macro
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program. Letters of the alphabet can be included in this command to specify argument values.

Consider this G65 command:

N050 G65 P1000 X2.0 Y1.5 W4.0 H2.0 D.25



G65 is a Custom Macro call statement. The P-word specifies the program number of the pocketmilling Custom Macro program. Letter-addresses X and Y specify the lower left hand corner

position of this pocket along the X any Y axis. Letter-address W specifies the pocket width, H

specifies the height of the pocket, and D specifies the pocket depth.

Notice how logical you can make the entry of input data (you name them). Anyone can easily

recognize the meanings of letter-addresses X, Y, W, H, and D. If another pocket of a different size

must be machined, another G65 command can be easily specified that contains different argument

values.

Comparison to canned cycles

All CNC control manufacturers provide a series of programming features to minimize a

programmer's work. FANUC-controlled machining centers, for instance, come with a set of holemachining canned cycles (specified by G73-G89). Some machining center controls also have

certain milling canned cycles like circle pocket milling, slot milling, thread milling, and face

milling. FANUC-controlled turning centers come with a set of multiple repetitive cycles for rough

&amp; finish turning and boring, grooving, hole machining, and threading. It is likely that you are

familiar with at least some of these cycles. Let's compare what you know to Custom Macro.

Here are the commands to drill a series of holes on a FANUC-controlled machining center.

.

.

.

N065 G54 G90 S400 M03 (Select coordinate system, absolute mode, and start spindle)

N075 G00 X1.0 Y2.0 (Rapid to first hole location)

N080 G43 H01 Z0.1 (Instate tool length compensation, move to Z approach position)

N085 G81 R0.1 Z-0.75 F4.5 (Drill first hole)

N090 X3.0 (Drill second hole)

N095 X5.0 (Drill third hole)

N100 X7.0 (Drill fourth hole)

N105 G80 (Cancel cycle)

N110 G91 G28 Z0 M19 (Return to Z axis reference position)

.

.

.



In line N085, the first hole is completely machined based upon FANUC's G81 function and the

words included in the command (R, Z, F, etc.). The machine will perform a series of previously

planned motions based on the canned cycle’s design. With G81, the machine will, first, rapid a drill

to the XY position. Next, it will rapid the drill to the R plane, plunge the drill to the hole bottom,

and retract the drill from the hole. So with G81, four movements are generated with one command.

With other canned cycles (like peck drilling) even more movements are caused by one command.

Notice how similar the G81 command format is to that of the pocket milling example calling G65

command shown earlier. The R-, Z-, and F-words in the G81 (or any canned cycle) are like the

arguments being passed to the Custom Macro program. You can think of all canned cycles as being

like Custom Macro programs written and maintained by the CNC control manufacturer.
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If your control does not have a needed canned cycle, or if you do not agree with how a given canned

cycle functions, you can develop a Custom Macro program to handle the application. In essence,

you can create your own canned cycles.

If you have ever wanted the ability to create your own canned cycles, you have an application for

Custom Macro.

Comparison to computer programming

If you have had experience with any computer programming language, you already know much of

what is available with Custom Macro. There are many computer-related features of Custom Macro

that closely resemble those found in computer programming languages. These features include

variables, arithmetic, logic, and looping. For now, suffice it to say that most of what can be done in

computer programming languages can be done within Custom Macro programs. If you have had no

previous computer programming experience, we again recommend that you pick up a beginner’s

book on computer programming. It will reinforce the presentations we make about computer-related

features of Custom Macro.

If you have ever found yourself wishing you could include computer-programming-like commands

in your CNC program, you have an application for Custom Macro.

All programs can use Custom Macro functions

You may be wondering if anything special must be done in order in order to utilize Custom Macro

commands in a program. When the Custom Macro option has been equipped on a machine, you

have access to its function set that extends what you can do with normal G-code level programming.

These additional (Custom Macro) functions will be available for use from within CNC programs.

Custom Macro functionality can be utilized from within any CNC program, including main

programs and sub-programs. You do not have to do anything special to use Custom Macro

functions in a program. Programs can reside in CNC memory or on an external device, like a

memory card or flash drive.

FANUC controls will interpret CNC commands a bit differently than Custom Macro (arithmetic and

logic) commands. If the SINGLE BLOCK switch is turned on, for example, the machine will stop

after every CNC command. Depending on a parameter setting, the machine may not stop after each

Custom Macro command.

Application categories

As stated in the preface, there are countless applications for Custom Macro, and almost every CNC

user has at least some good applications. In this discussion, we organize all applications for Custom

Macro into five basic categories.

Part-families

Many CNC users machine a series of very similar workpieces. Groups of similar workpieces are

called part-families. Generally speaking, all workpieces in a part-family closely resemble one

another and require a similar (if not identical) machining process. In classic part-families, only

workpiece size changes.

Bolts, screws, nuts, washers, and pins, for example, are made in a variety of sizes to suit the needs

of industry. The hex-shaped sockets a hand tool manufacturer makes are made in various sizes to

accept changing bolt and nut sizes. The rings a piston ring manufacturer makes are made in various

sizes and used with a variety of piston sizes. The list of common part-families is virtually endless.
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How are your drawings dimensioned?



Some companies utilize variable dimensioning techniques for dimensioning a family-of-parts. A

design engineer will dimension values that change with a letter of the alphabet. Any person viewing

the drawing will determine the value of a given dimension by referencing a chart included on the

drawing. By knowing the workpiece’s part number, anyone can find the values of each variable

dimension. The next illustration shows an example of this kind of part-family dimensioning.

If your company uses variable dimensioning techniques, you have a part-family application for

Custom Macro.



A part-family application for Custom Macro



Notice that dimensions are specified with letters (A, B, C, etc.). Custom Macro often allows you to

designate the value of each argument with the same letters that are used on the drawing. For

example, here is one way to specify that part number SC-0875 is to be made from the previous

illustration:

N060 G65 P1000 A1.375 B0.875 C0.437 D0.1875



In this example, notice how arguments A, B, C, and D directly correspond to print dimensions (D

specifies the counter-bored hole-diameter, which in turn, determines how the rest of the hole must

be machined). Though there may be other changing attributes to be handled for this application

(speed &amp; speed variations, tool station numbers, etc.), this example command should nicely stress

how easy it can be to specify which workpiece in a family is being machined.

The more workpieces in a part-family, the easier it is to justify Custom Macro programming

techniques. Keep in mind, however, that Custom Macro programs do take longer to write than

conventional CNC programs. From a strictly programming-time-based justification standpoint (not

considering program maintenance issues), it may be difficult to justify writing a Custom Macro

program for part-families having but a few workpieces. Even for simple part families, it can take
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from 3-10 times longer to write the Custom Macro program than it will take to write one hard-andfixed CNC program for a workpiece in the part-family.

User-created canned cycles

Even if your company’s products contain no part-families, it is likely that you have at least some

similar machining operations required on multiple workpieces. Custom Macro can dramatically

streamline the programming of repeated machining operations. Many machining operations are

similar in nature and can be easily handled by using Custom Macro programming techniques. Here

are some examples you should easily recognize.

Machining centers:

Thread milling

Round pocket milling

Rectangular pocket milling

Circle milling

Face milling

Keyway milling

Slot milling

Hole-machining (drilling, tapping, reaming, boring, etc.)

Hole-pattern machining (bolt-hole circle, grid pattern, window pattern, etc.)



Turning centers:

Groove necking

Tapping (some turning centers do not have this cycle)

Deep hole peck drilling (some turning centers do not have this cycle)

Knurling



If you have ever found yourself wishing that your control’s canned cycles worked differently, you

have a user-created canned cycle application for Custom Macro.

In addition to modifying the method by which your current canned cycles work, you have the ability

to create your own canned cycles with Custom Macro. Most machining centers, for example, do

not have a canned cycle for thread milling. If you perform thread milling on a regular basis and if

your machine does not have a thread milling cycle, you are likely writing many tedious, redundant,

and error prone commands. With Custom Macro, you can create your own thread milling canned

cycle.

In similar fashion, most turning center controls do not include an adequate canned cycle to machine

grooves. If you must neck grooves in many workpieces and if your machine does not have a canned

cycle for machining grooves, again, you must write many tedious, redundant, and error prone

commands. With Custom Macro, you can create your own grooving cycle.

Many companies perform unusual machining operations that are specific only to their own products

and manufacturing processes, and no control manufacturer will consider creating canned cycles for

machining operations that are not helpful to the majority of their users. Relatively few machining

center users, for example, machine dovetails. This machining operation normally requires a number

of successive milling passes with a dovetail cutter.

Utilities

This application category tends to be the most overlooked. Even people who consider themselves

well versed may not be aware of the countless utility applications for Custom Macro. There is a

good reason why utility applications are not so well known. Most incorporate lesser known CNC-
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related features of Custom Macro. And before you can incorporate any new technique, of course,

you must know it is possible to do so. While we discuss CNC-related features of Custom Macro in

during lessons six and seven, we wish to at least introduce you to some of the remarkable

possibilities now.

Utility applications can reduce setup and program verification time, the can reduce production-run

time, they can catch mistakes, they can make a CNC machine easier and safer to run, they can

emulate costly options, and in general, they can in some way facilitate CNC machine tool usage. In

fact, any specific problem you are having with CNC machine tool utilization can probably be

facilitated in some manner through the use of a utility Custom Macro program. You say this sounds

like a pretty bold statement? Let’s look at some specific examples of utility applications that

reinforce these claims.

Complex motions and geometric shapes

Custom Macro programs can perform basic arithmetic functions like equality (substitution),

addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division, as well as certain higher level functions like sine,

cosine, tangent, square root, and rounding (among many others). Arithmetic, combined with the

ability to perform logic and looping, give the Custom Macro programmer the power to create

Custom Macro programs capable of machining highly complex geometric shapes. Indeed, any

shape that can be defined with an arithmetic calculation can be machined with a Custom Macro

program.

While Custom Macro programs for standard shapes like spheres, pyramids, ellipses, and splines can

be created with relative ease, the difficulty of writing Custom Macro programs for applications in

this category is directly related to the complexity of the workpiece to be machined. When it comes

right down to it, it is usually easier to utilize a computer aided manufacturing (CAM) system for

complex work. However, you should know that Custom Macro programming for complex shapes

(when feasible) has two advantages over even the most sophisticated CAM systems.

First, G-code programs for complex shapes that are generated by CAM systems tend to be very

long. It is not unusual for a program that simply machines a spherical shape to include hundreds (if

not thousands) of commands. The comparable sphere milling Custom Macro program (shown in

lesson eight) will consist of about fifty commands.

Second, Custom Macro programming gives you the ability to create motions that are specific to

your own application/s. The Custom Macro program for the circular cam shown in the next

illustration, for example, is very easy to use. While there are CAM systems capable of creating

CNC programs to machine a circular cam, there are also many that cannot, and of those that do,

none make it as simple as a Custom Macro program developed specifically for this purpose.
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A circular cam machined by a Custom Macro program.



No computer aided manufacturing system we know of makes it as simple for the user to input the

values needed to machine the circular cam as this example command using Custom Macro’s

argument assignment number two. (The Custom Macro program for this application is shown in

lesson seven.)

N010 G65 P1002 A1.75 B-0.5 C0.1 I12.0 J1.75 I35.0 J1.625 I175.0 J1.1 I25.0 J1.75 I114.0 J1.75



Driving accessory devices

As stated earlier, there are certain devices associated with CNC machine tools that require a higher

level of programming than can be found with standard G-code level manual programming. Most

touch-probing systems like spindle probes, for example, are programmed at G-code level yet require

sophisticated programming functions. When a touch-probe stylus contacts a surface, the program

must have a way to locate the surface just contacted. Once located, it is likely that some calculations

will be necessary to determine if the surface is where it should be. If it is not, possibly an alarm

should be sounded. Possibly an offset should be adjusted. Possibly the machine should be made to

stop.
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Feature types

There are computer-related and CNC-related features in Custom Macro. They provide tremendous

programming capabilities to help improve CNC productivity.

Computer related features

These are features that are similar to those found in computer programming languages.

Variables

One of the most important features of any programming language, including any version of

parametric programming, is the ability to incorporate variables. Though the syntax and structure for

variable usage changes from one version of parametric programming or computer programming to

another, the general applications remain remarkably similar.

If you have experience with computer programming, you know what variables are. The use and

application of variables in Custom Macro are much the same as they are in any programming

language. However, people that have no computer programming experience may find it somewhat

difficult to understand the concept of variables. For this reason, we begin with two simple

analogies to help you understand variables.

Arguments



Arguments specify input data (values that can change from one time the Custom Macro program is

used the next). They tell the Custom Macro program how to behave right now - or this time. They

are especially helpful in part-family and user-created canned cycle applications. There are actually

two ways to use arguments in Custom Macro based on which of these two these application

categories is being developed.

Local variables



Local variables have two purposes. The primary purpose for local variables is to represent letteraddress arguments that are specified in a G65 command. The secondary purpose is for use in

general purpose calculations (just like common variables which are described a little later).

Local variables with argument assignment number one



As you now know, when a Custom Macro program is called with a G65 command, arguments take

the form of letter-addresses. And again, allowable letter-address arguments with argument

assignment number one include:

A, B, C, D, E, F, H, I, J, K, M, Q, R, S, T, U, V, W, X, Y, and Z

Though it may be a little confusing, you are not allowed to directly reference an argument within

the Custom Macro program with its letter-address. If you try to do so, the machine will confuse the

argument name (A, B, C, X, Y, Z, etc.) with the actual CNC meaning for the letter-address.

For this reason, you must reference arguments in the Custom Macro program by their corresponding

local variables. Like all variable types in Custom Macro (except letter-address arguments), local

variables begin with a pound sign and are specified with a number. The next table shows the list

containing all allowable letter-address arguments and their corresponding local variable numbers.

This is the most popular form of argument assignment, called argument assignment number one.
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